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Education has come a long way from the blackboard and chalk days.
Many institutions utilise the technology of eLearning to enhance education. Today’s student living in a technological
world demands the benefits and power of the internet enabling instant access to resources, information, idea’s and
inspiration… at will…at that moment…at that location…and at a few clicks of a button.
The difficulty is the development of these tools and the time it takes to develop, maintain and update these tools on an
ongoing basis in our industry that changes so rapidly.
Introducing Indetechonline.
Online learning management system containing a wide variety of resources and assessment material enabling
opportunity to learn collaboratively, remotely and or in conjunction with training providers to develop knowledge and
skill in hairdressing.
Indetechonline LMS will be available to students 24/7 anywhere in the world that has internet access.
from February 2016. Ongoing resource development and maintenance will align with national qualifications and Industry
Standards.
Who can use this resource?
Training providers
Salons to support stylists in apprenticeships
Stylists working toward National Certificate in Hairdressing and New Zealand Certificates in Hairdressing (Salon Support,
Emerging Stylist, Professional Stylist.)
Stylists returning to industry wanting to update knowledge
Stylists working toward qualification by experience (QbyE) who wish to update or extend their knowledge
Site Content.
The resources have been developed in the Moodle learning Management System
Topic Blocks containing information for each unit standard and /or skill set.
In this area tasks are set for stylists, developing knowledge and assessing progress.
Resources are available relevant to the topic tasks and skill set.
Formative assessment develops knowledge and assesses progress
Summative assessment tasks are available in facilitated form and / or online instant (self marking) format.
Resources Available On the Site
Tutorial videos for theory and some Practical Videos. (These will continue to be developed)
Lesson modules which will continue to be developed
Resource Books
Games
Animated PowerPoints
Formative Assessment Quizzes.
Summative Assessment
Forums to ask questions and network with peers
Forums to showcase skill, post images / videos / inspiration
Resource activities that can be printed and used to develop knowledge
In addition the following administrative resources are available
User tracking
Grading Books / progress summaries
User logs and activity reporting

How can I get this resource?

Access is by subscription only and can be purchased on a plan to suit your requirements. Examples are outlined below.
Training Provider Non facilitated Plan: - This provides the use of the site and all resource materials and management
systems to record progress, completions, and monitor engagement. Students pay a separate subscription fee
Training Provider Facilitated Plan In addition to the full use of the site, facilitation by qualified and experienced tutors will
be available. The level of facilitation can be designed to suit the needs and requirements of the training provider.
Non-Facilitated Stylist / student to use the resource to develop knowledge or support their learning for NZ hairdressing
qualifications. This subscription is available to all stylists employed in a salon or enrolled with a training provider for the
duration of the subscription. This is a nominal fee to cover the site administrative process.
Facilitated Stylist is a fully supported training program that is designed specifically for the stylist. Stylists must be
employed in a salon or enrolled with a training provider for the duration of the subscription.
Non-Facilitated Salon to use the resource to support the learning of salon stylists as a single subscription
Facilitated Salon is a fully supported training program that is designed specifically for the needs of a salon and employees.

Benefits
The site contains subject material that can be used for Individual provider certificates and qualifications or Unit
standards
Remote users can be enrolled at a training provider and have access to the resource remotely. It will only be
necessary for them to attend assessment days for practical. This could be as few as two or three 6 hour days
Two classes can be run simultaneously with one tutor one group completing practical with a tutor the other
online at home or in a computer suite. Tutors can easily view online users or access logs to monitor engagement
and participation.
Composite classes for off job training can be run simultaneously in the same class room / salon area all working
on their own areas of learning using the site.
The site can be used as a face to face teaching resource running straight through your computer or OHP. Tasks
and activities can form part of the lesson. Quizzes and games can be completed as a class group or in smaller
groups.
Additional resources specific to your group can be uploaded for reference. This could include delivery / demo
videos links and extra resources.
The site is animated visual and contains fun tools to learn with to suit a range of learning styles.
24 / 7 availability allows learners access outside of course time to develop knowledge and complete work
This site can potentially provide collaborative learning with stylists nationwide.
Provides a platform to run competitions relating to the topics.
Tasks and assessments are formative and summative,
Streamlines resources across multiple campuses.
Maintains a means of engagement if a student is absent or unable to attend class.
Reminders can be set for due assignments and upcoming assessments.
Students can complete set practical tasks such as mould and scale / foiling etc with their computer beside them
using the resources as a reference.

Groupings and Subscription Formats
Collaborative groups
Tutors and students can be enrolled in a collaborative nationwide group.
In addition to the collaborative group, tutors will also have their students grouped in an individual group to enable
marking grades and reporting to be confidential
Individual Group Subscription
A training provider may elect to work as an individual campus or collaboratively across campuses within their own
institution. The site can be set up to enable intercampus collaboration and or activities and competitions. Separate
groups can also be set up to enable privacy of results and reporting if desired.
Reduced Tutor Input.
The resource has been designed with remote learning in mind. This format makes self-directed study easy.
Tutors can teach classes or groups simultaneously.
Site provides for composite classes.
Student can access the site 24/7 enabling self-directed study
Resources and activities are developed and continuously updated by a hairdresser and educator training and
working in industry salons.
The site provides resources and tasks to develop skill and knowledge. This reduces development time and
preparation time for lessons.
Tasks are set as a guide and can be used to suit the delivery intentions of an individual institution.
90% of the theory assessment is completed online and marked by the system.

Contact Details
Questions and enquiries are welcome. You can access the site and view the Guest Preview. This is a small sample of the
site content.
http://indetechonline.co.nz/
For further information on this resource please contact.
Robyn Collins
admin@indetechonline.co.nz
Phone: 0275355673

